
This 160 km itinerary going is the first long hike going through

the Ardenne Going from La-Roche-en-Ardenne to Bouillon, it is

considered one of the most beautiful walks in Belgium.

Discover the beauty of Ardenne. The Lesse, Ourthe, Semois valleys,

the Belgian part of the Luxembourg region offer breath-taking

landscapes, with fantastic gourmet stops, should you want to try

some terroir specialities.

 

Starting point : La Roche-en-Ardenne (7 stages)

Distance: 160 km

Level: challenging

Signing: GTA (yellow and white)

 

La Roche-en-ardenne

Phone number (main contact): +32

475 61 15 06

https://www.gta.be/la-

transardennaise/
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 Transardennaise: hiking from La Roche-en-Ardenne

to Bouillon in 7 stages

Snapwire Snaps

The 7 stages of the Transardennaise



La Roche-en-Ardenne - Sprimont (Sainte-Ode): 21.5 km

Sprimont (Sainte-Ode) - Saint-Hubert: 20.4 km

Saint-Hubert - Nassogne: 27 km

Nassogne - Mirwart: 16.370 km (variant possible)

Mirwart - Daverdisse: 22.8 km (variant possible)

Daverdisse - Paliseul: 20.1 km

Paliseul - Bouillon: 25.5 km

The itinerary has also been adapted for bikes/mountain bikes,

motorbikes and cars.

An iconic trail

La grande traversée de l'Ardenne (GTA)

La Transardennaise is  one of the most famous Walloon treks.

Tempted? Download the GPX itinerary for free below or order the

roadbook for a fee.

La Transardennaise was designed in the 1980ies by La Maison de

la Randonnée - GTA Belgique, which conceives and maintains

such itineraries. Each trail is easily identifiable by it yellow and

white marking,

Discover La Maison de la Randonnée - GTA Belgique
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The information contained herein is provided as a guide only.

We recommend that you check with the local supplier before you leave.
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